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MAIN GOAL

REFLECT AND ANALYZE
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PIECE Analysis: Mapping and
Identifying the Needs of the Target
Group, London, United Kingdom, 2021

PIECE collaborators
ideas, concerns and
contributions
Information collected through online coded
questionnaire and interviews:
over 200 participants from the UK, Italy, France,
Greece and Spain.
About sustainability of funding sources and
actions: main answers

Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a>

About funding sources
- Avoid sources of funding that do not respond to real needs or do not cover any solution
in a sustainable way. Those that do not have a long time horizon.
- Funding local organizations and supporting community workers

About real participation
- The real participation that can be generated in the neighbourhood, or are we simply executing
programmes?
- Allowing the community to decide. Who decides what?

Common aims
- Group sense of belonging and common well-being.
- Creation of new ways of relating socially and in groups.
- Community engagement

About target groups empowerment
- Focused to increase the empowerment of the people they work with, their target
audience (a large majority of the reponders show doubts about this.) Participation in
institutional spaces power.
- Effective ways to empower citizens to participate in the public life of their communities

Sustainable results
- Raising the knowledge of specific topics, it is not only training, but also information, access
to information, critical thinking, and the creation of common and group thinking for a
common good.
- Process of creating informal spaces in which to talk about ideas, dreams, and projects (both
individual and collective) to respond to social causes and problems based on social justice.
- Expansion of the concepts of equality and freedom, which allow for more constructive
relationships in the community.
- Development of the feeling and security in free expression, so that from the diversity of
cultures and visions, inspiring effects can be generated by each individual.
- Development of new models, new tools, practices, real and sustainable.
- Creation of new self-sustainable structures, optimization of knowledge for the group and
community development.

Sustainable results
- Knowledge of community methodology, capacity to dynamize groups, organize community
activities, capacity to use for the dynamization of networks and creation of digital content,
skills for active listening, tolerance, respect, and skills to empower, provide knowledge,
awareness, and critical attitude to the citizens of the neighborhoods.
- Emotional health self-cares.
- Innovative content.
- Aptitude for awareness that promotes personal and professional growth in order to be able to
analyze and act.

Structural results
- Economic stability (for all parties involved, including professionals)

- Need for more training in finding sources of funding that are more sustainable.
- Social development from within the population, creation of new self-sustainable
structures, optimization of knowledge for the group and community development.
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What to finance?
How to finance it?

Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a> by Racool_studio

1. Financing of community projects or
projects that generate opportunities in
the community by a public o private grant
- This is the best known or standardised way of offering funding to a community through a
concrete proposal, an idea or a common need.
- It is usually managed or processed by organised civil society entities (such as social entities
or NGOs, neighbourhood associations, platforms or other organised groups...) present in the
territory or that develop some kind of action, link or action with the people of the community
or with the group of people-target groups.
- Sometimes these types of projects are based on fully participatory processes where the
needs of the territory or community are detected and prioritised by the people belonging to the
community themselves.

Financing of community projects or
projects that generate opportunities in
the community by a public o private grant
- Other times, these projects respond to municipal priorities or state or even European action
plans (although the implementation of the funded projects can be adapted as much as
possible to the needs of each target group.)

The smoke seller

Source: PrimerFrame (VVAA), The Smoke Seller (January 2013). Available at https://youtu.be/dwWqMgddes4
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From what focus do
we act?

Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a>
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Dependence

02

Autonomy
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Sovereignty

How long have we been doing the same thing?

What has it contributed?
What has it transformed?

We need to rethink
ourselves personally
and professionally.
Individually and
collectively.
As Organizations.
Source: http://mozthecartoonist.com/albums/cartoons/content/mary-poppins/

“And this is a special request. I am going
to ask you to situate yourself first as a
person and then as a professional.”

What do you need?
How do you feel?
What do you need collectively?
In which community society would you like to live?
What social and community relationships do you want to establish or would you
like to establish?
How do you conceive collaboration?

What do you see as needs, challenges, proposals, changes,
evolution?

What is sustainability for you?
Whose responsibility is it?
Who do you expect to collaborate?

What does sovereignty mean to you?
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Let yourself, your
community group,
your social affinity
group try to find:
new ROADS
Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a>

The CrossRoads Model
- “We all have times in our lives when we find
ourselves at cross-roads, and aks ourselves:
Where now?”
- “The Crossroads model helps you to find your
direction in life”

Source: Krogerus, Mikaek and Tschäppeler, Roman: “The Crossroads Model” in “The Decision Book. Fifty Models for Strategic Thinking”. Pages 78-79 (London:
Profile Books LTD, 2017)

The CrossRoads Model

Step 1
1. Where have you come
from?

2. What is really
important to you?

3. Which people are
important to you?

- What have been the main
decisions, event and
obstacles in your life?

- Write the first there
things that come into your
head.

- Think of people
whose opinions you
value

- Who were your main
influcences?

- What are your values?

- Who influence your
decisions

-…think about your
education, your home,
where you grow up…

- What do you believe in?
- Which principles are
important to you?

- The people you like
and you fear…

- When everything fails,
what remains?

Source: Krogerus, Mikaek and Tschäppeler, Roman: “The Crossroads Model” in “The Decision Book. Fifty Models for Strategic Thinking”. Pages 78-79 (London: Profile Books LTD, 2017)

The CrossRoads Model

Step 1
4. What is hindering you?
- What aspect of your life
prevent you from thinking
about the really important
things?
- What deadlines do you
have in your head, and what
is hindering you?

5. What are you afraid
of?
- List the things,
circumstances or people
that cause you worry and
rob you your strenght.

- What do you have to do,
and when?

Source: Krogerus, Mikaek and Tschäppeler, Roman: “The Crossroads Model” in “The Decision Book. Fifty Models for Strategic Thinking”. Pages 78-79 (London: Profile Books LTD, 2017)

The CrossRoads Model

Step 2: now create other roads
1. The road I have already been down
2. The road that beckons -what have you always wanted to try?
3. The road that imagine in my wildest dreams, regardless of whether it is
achievable or not? What do you dream of?

4. The road that seems most sensible to me, the one that people whose opinion I
value would suggest to me.
5. The road not travelled – one you have never considered before

6. The road back to a place you once felt safe

You decide!
Source: Krogerus, Mikaek and Tschäppeler, Roman: “The Crossroads Model” in “The Decision Book. Fifty Models for Strategic Thinking”. Pages 78-79 (London: Profile Books LTD, 2017)

New Roads based on… just get
to know it!
Which main emotional-cognitive-behavioural
structure is promoting action and funding?

Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a> by 8photo

Which main emotional
-cognitivebehavioural structure is
promoting action and funding?

Pattern of
emotions

Source: Feelings Wheel created by Dr. Gloria Willcox. The Feelings Wheel (n.d.). Available at etsy.com/es/listing/896859638/emotions-wheel-descarga-digital

Which main emotional
-cognitivebehavioural structure is
promoting action and funding?

Pattern of thought (and belief-setting)

Source: Extracted and adapted from: Types of thinking: classification of different types of thinking with characteristics and examples (Original text in Spanish) by Iliana Contreras (n.d.)
Available at https://www.cinconoticias.com/tipos-de-pensamiento/

Pattern of thought (and belief-setting -beliefs and limiting beliefs)

2. Inductive thinking
On particular and concrete cases, it generates general ideas.
3. Critical thinking
Establishes a judgement or evaluation to determine the authenticity, accuracy, validity or value of
something.

Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a>

1. Deductive thinking
Statements of abstract, universal ideas are applied to particular cases.

4. Soft thinking
Development of ideas and expressions without complex or subjective terms, avoids deep conclusions and is
usually expressed in metaphors (e.g.: today's young people only know about technology).
5. Hard thinking
Development and expression of totally closed and objective ideas.
Concepts as clear-cut as possible

Source: Extracted and adapted from: Types of thinking: classification of different types of thinking with characteristics and examples (Original text in Spanish) by Iliana Contreras (n.d.)
Available at https://www.cinconoticias.com/tipos-de-pensamiento/

Pattern of thought (and belief-setting -beliefs and limiting beliefs)
6. Analytical thinking
Creates pieces of information in a logical, step-by-step manner, starting from a problem or object of study, to
identify, categorise, analyse and finally compare or relate them. (e.g.: mechanic's workshop from car
analysis).
7. Lateral or creative thinking
This is the way of conceiving innovative and authentic ideas, breaking with established theories, thinking,
rules and procedures. Original and unique solutions to problems are sought by questioning norms. (e.g.
applied in recycling).
8. Reflective thinking
Processing information and constructing knowledge in order to achieve a purpose or goal of understanding,
explaining, managing, deciding or creating something. (e.g.: reflecting on causes and consequences).
9. Divergent thinking
Ability to generate creative ideas through the exploration of various possible solutions. Aimed at efficiency
and problem solving through the search for alternatives.
Source: Extracted and adapted from: Types of thinking: classification of different types of thinking with characteristics and examples (Original text in Spanish) by Iliana Contreras (n.d.)
Available at https://www.cinconoticias.com/tipos-de-pensamiento/

Pattern of thought (and belief-setting -beliefs and limiting beliefs)
10. Convergent thinking
Seeks a finite number of solutions rather than proposing multiple solutions.
Use of logic, linear thinking and language.

11. Synvergent thinking (by Michael Gelb)
Includes the use of both the right and left hemispheres of the brain. Includes both the detail-oriented
aspects of convergent thinking and the problem-solving aspects of divergent thinking.
12. Magical thinking
Considering that everything around us, human or not, acts with intention. Magical thinking concerns
capabilities of elements that have no will or consciousness of their own (e.g. rituals, superstitions, lucky
objects, associated symbolism...)

13. Abstract thinking
Use concepts to make and understand generalisations and then relate or connect them to other elements,
events or experiences, pay more attention to hidden meanings, which allows to observe and understand
theories and possibilities.
Source: Extracted and adapted from: Types of thinking: classification of different types of thinking with characteristics and examples (Original text in Spanish) by Iliana Contreras (n.d.)
Available at https://www.cinconoticias.com/tipos-de-pensamiento/

Pattern of thought (and belief-setting -beliefs and limiting beliefs)
14. Concrete thinking (or literal thinking)
Surface-based, always literal and to the point.
Deals only with those things that are visible and obvious.
15. Sequential thinking
Processes information in an orderly, linear fashion, involves a step-by-step progression in which an answer
must be obtained before another step is taken.
16. Holistic thinking
Ability to see the big picture and recognise the interconnectedness of various elements that form a larger
system. Analyses reality in a holistic or comprehensive way.
17. Deliberative thinking
Decisions are influenced by moral values, experiences, memories and emotions.

Source: Extracted and adapted from: Types of thinking: classification of different types of thinking with characteristics and examples (Original text in Spanish) by Iliana Contreras (n.d.)
Available at https://www.cinconoticias.com/tipos-de-pensamiento/

Pattern of thought (and belief-setting -beliefs and limiting beliefs)
18. Logical thinking
Based on the application of logic and reason to find an efficient solution.
19. Practical thinking
It is based on perception, also known as common thinking or common sense, and is used by everyone at
some point in their lives.
20. Interrogative thinking
Attempts to understand reality by asking questions to resolve conflicts.
Finds the answer based on experience and observation to obtain the information needed.
22. Instinctive thinking
Thinking, understanding and deciding based on assumptions and intuitions. Obeys to the most primitive
part of the human being and not reasoning.
23. Analogical thinking
Its way is to establish similarities between a known object with the characteristics of an unknown object,
their points in common or similarities between objects, stimuli and figures.
Source: Extracted and adapted from: Types of thinking: classification of different types of thinking with characteristics and examples (Original text in Spanish) by Iliana Contreras (n.d.)
Available at https://www.cinconoticias.com/tipos-de-pensamiento/

Which main emotional
-cognitivebehavioural structure is
promoting action and funding?

Pattern of acting
(Where is motivation based?)

Source: Extracted and adapted from: Types of thinking: classification of different types of thinking with characteristics and examples (Original text in Spanish) by Iliana Contreras (n.d.)
Available at https://www.cinconoticias.com/tipos-de-pensamiento/

Pattern of acting (Where is motivation based?)

Core Human Drives (Driven: How Human Nature Shapes Our Choices
by Paul Lawrence and Nitin Nohria. 2002)
Drive to Acquire: the desire to collect material and immaterial things.
Drive to Bond: the desire to be loved and feel valued in our
relationships with others.
Drive to Learn: the desire to satisfy our curiosity.
Drive to Defend: the desire to protect ourselves, our loved ones and
our property.
Drive to Feel: the desire for emotional experiences. (By Josh Kaufman:
The Personal MBA. 2010)
Source: Extracted and adapted from: Types of thinking: classification of different types of thinking with characteristics and examples (Original text in Spanish) by Iliana Contreras (n.d.)
Available at https://www.cinconoticias.com/tipos-de-pensamiento/
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Where
community is?
What
community
means?
Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a>

- It is possible to delimit the scope of community to a territory,
this is right and proper.
- Another option is to take the broad sense of community and
rethink what for each person is "their community" as well as
their territory.
- Community can also be a space of affinity, of encounter.
- Community can be a real symbolic space or an emotional state.
- Community can be in the place or space where we live (and in
fact it is) and it is also in other places where we are in some way
(places of origin, transit, online meeting places, informal spaces
where we share or simply interact, common spaces we visit...)

- Community can be made at any time, space and territory if we are
open to create community wherever we are....
- The possibilities are local and infinite.

- Community spaces are local and infinite, and the infinite can be
anywhere or interact from everywhere.
- So what is community for you?

- Where is community space?
- What are the limits to create with community, in community or
from community? Are there any?

- Are the new paths looking for funding, collaboration or
commitment to shared social and community aware development?
- How do we want to be a community?
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IN A SUSTAINABLE
WAY? What does
sustainable mean?

Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a>

ABHI method: ALL PATHS(1)
“ABHI means all pathways in Sanskrit. Applying the ABHI Method
means an optimal investment of time, effort and dedication of
each person or group of people to be able to develop through one
or several complementary measures and to be generators of
options and opportunities in all possible ways.”

(1) Adapted from: Ocon Fdez. Alicia (2017): “ABHI: all paths to employment. Collaborative alternatives for personal, professional and employment
development.” (ES) Andalucía Acoge. Sevilla (Available at: https://bit.ly/ABHItodosloscaminosdelempleo)
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What to finance?
How to finance it?
collaborate?

2. Awards call for proposal
- Another way to finance an action that has an impact on the improvement or
common benefits of a community or group of people or establishes social
improvements for the population in general is to submit the proposal to a call for
proposals that recognises through awards the innovation, creativity or impact of
the action (this, in addition to recognition, will publicise the proposal and increase
the chances of funding it or finding external collaborations) and/or that contributes
part of its funding.
- Sometimes these types of calls for proposals are awarded for proposals already
carried out or ideas that are proposed to be realised through the prize received.

2. Awards call for proposal
- These are some international platforms from which the proposal can be
submitted for recognition or co-funding:

1. European Social Network
2. CEFEC
3. European Diversity Awards
4. Frontiers of Knowledge Awards
5. Fundacion Mapfre
6. Social Value Portal
7. The social prescribing network

2. Awards call for proposal
8. You can't find a call that rewards good initiatives, what if.... do you create it
yourself or do you create it from a group of people interested in developing a
proposal that has an impact on the common good?
How? look for support, sponsors, social collaborations from companies,
contributions from networking...

3. Sponsors
- In addition to seeking financial support from companies, individuals, foundations,
etc. to promote awards initiatives, it is a broad and open way to jointly develop
initiatives in a territorial or online space for the common good of a group of people
or community.
- It is possible to establish only a relationship of compensation and publicity.

- It is also possible to establish a real collaborative network sharing objectives,
goals and opportunities. Including networks of collaboration and participation in
the medium and long term that bring common benefits and opportunities and
extended to more people.
- Thanks to the internet and social networks, it is possible to contact and
collaborate with almost any international company or foundation.

4. Community people expertise, collaborations
and networking
- One way to finance an idea, proposal or action is to establish a network or
structure for development and contribution among the people involved in the idea
or network of people who want to join in.
- This network can offer direct funding but also make contributions through what
each person can offer or their expertise.

- In this way, a personal and community benefit and contribution is sought, and
can even be part of the personal and professional development of the people
involved.
- Support can be established from existing networking platforms or created
through a short, medium or long term proposal.

4. Community people expertise, collaborations
and networking
- This option offers opportunities for growth and evolution throughout its
development, where other interested people can benefit, contribute, join or
contribute.
- Each person involved can contribute with his or her own work, ideas,
time, resources, contacts...

- It can be a funding action on its own through mutual collaboration
between the people or networks involved, or it can seek concrete funding
through the collaboration or networking structure.

4. Community people expertise, collaborations
and networking
For instance:

Let's imagine that a group of people or a community wants to obtain funding to develop a
specific improvement or to develop a specific proposal. The group of people themselves can
offer a service such as specialised training in different areas of expertise (ranging from IT
services, cooking, relationships, education, craftsmanship, any expertise is valid). These
trainings can be developed face to face or online and distribute the benefits of the action to
cover the costs or even the services offered and dedicate a part of the benefits to some
common or community action (through donations, contributions or in order to cover some
common need or proposal -common contribution-).
This option may also involve collaboration within the established networking of a governmental
structure (either with financial or in-kind support).

5. Crowfunding
- Through crowdfunding, funding can be obtained to develop a proposal, idea, action
or initiative with the collaboration, support or economic contribution of other
people who are interested or who like the idea or who support the proposal.
- For this purpose, a specialised platform can be used in each country where
information can be included on what support is requested and what type of support
is requested (financial, proposals or benefits, dissemination, networking,
collaboration...), and what type of consideration is offered (benefits, publicity, gifts,
direct participation in some of the actions, ways to offer their own services...).
- Similarly, networks can be used to disseminate the crowfunding proposal or to
carry it out through social networks, or to seek the collaboration or express
contribution of individuals or private companies.

Ibidem. Pages 33-35

5. Crowfunding
- Crowfunding can be carried out on the scale selected or needed. For this it is
necessary that the people who launch it are a real and active part of the community
or the launching group, that clear, committed and honest objectives are
established.
- The aim is to expand the group of people or include more people interested in the
proposal, who share the objectives, enthusiasm or values.

- In crowfunding proposals you can find all kinds of ideas such as: financing the
publication of books, music albums, audiovisual productions, magazines,
exhibitions, craft projects, innovative actions, social proposals, apps...

Ibidem. Pages 33-35

5. Crowfunding
These are some of the most popular international platforms. Check also in
your country which are the most used ones:
1. WhyDonate

7. Companisto

2. FundedByMe

8. Seedrs

3. Funding Circle

9. Betterplace.org

4. Crowdcube

Additonal resources:

5. Goteo
6. Ulule

10. European Crowdfunding Network
11. Fundraising by Mightycause

Source: 10 Best Crowdfunding Platforms In Europe (2022). Available at: whydonate.nl/en/blog/top10-crowdfunding-platforms-europe/

5. Crowfunding
12. Affiliations, financial contributions and external support for actions
taken (additionally offering a service, good or contribution):
- Patreon

- Hotmart

Source: 10 Best Crowdfunding Platforms In Europe (2022). Available at: whydonate.nl/en/blog/top10-crowdfunding-platforms-europe/

6. Co-creation & Open innovation &
Outsourcing & Crowdsourcing
- It consists of creating collaboration and development networks for an idea,
proposal, action, product, service, activity, etc.
- The party that promotes it contributes part of the work, action or resources, and
other people who collaborate on the proposal or idea will do the rest until the action
or requirement is completed.
- This is a chain of collaboration with different roles, actions and complementary
contributions.
- This option allows each party to contribute in the stage or action in which they
have the most experience, resources, options or knowledge, and new contributions
and inputs can be incorporated to add value at any given moment.
Ibidem. Pages 36-37

6. Co-creation & Open innovation &
Outsourcing & Crowdsourcing
- It can be carried out from the same place, space or territory or from anywhere in
the world, adapting the result or action.

- It is a form of collaboration, commitment and joint commitment, sharing
objectives, ideals and equal or complementary visions.
- It is an additional way to share knowledge, experiences, learnings, proposals,
products, actions, ...

Ibidem. Pages 36-37

6. Co-creation & Open innovation &
Outsourcing & Crowdsourcing
- These are some informative resources of interest:
1. European Citizens Crowdsourcing
2. CrowdEquality - The Idea Crowdsourcing Platform for Promoting Gender Equality
and Diversity

Ibidem. Pages 36-37

7. Crowdlending & microcredits
- This can be one of the most compromising bets, not only because of the
possible risks involved, but also because of the high medium and long-term
community commitment it implies.
- As a warning, it is advisable to analyse the proposals very carefully, the networks
to be accessed and the conditions, but above all the proposal to be financed.
- The important thing could be to ensure that the proposal is based on an
additional innovation, that it creates synergies and new possibilities and that the
investment will be recovered. - It is especially important not to confuse innovative
proposals with the coverage of basic community or group services or needs.
- It can be very useful for highly innovative proposals, social change proposals or
socio-economic creations of committed community relations.
Ibidem. Pages 36-37

7. Crowdlending & microcredits
- In addition to private for-profit platforms or resources, it is always advisable to
check what other non-profit or low-profit options are available.
- A safer option may be to combine this option with the funding option of
sponsors and crowdsourcing. Or even combine this option with donations or
contributions.
- These are some informative resources of interest:
1. Best Crowdlending Platforms in Europe 2022

Ibidem. Pages 36-37

8. Other ways or ideas… EXCHANGE, SOCIAL
CURRENCY…

Ibidem. Pages 36-37
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Tools for great
analysis

Imagen source: www.freepik.es</a>

1. Venn diagram
From the Popular Education approach and social movement and from the work experience of international
cooperation for sustainable development on a human scale, the Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) offers a
great approach for participatory processes with people involved in social actions and the social development
collaborative processes.
The tools this method includes can be used for participatory diagnosis, assessment, evaluation, promote
ideas and changing processes, and create transformation processes.
Even some of these tools are very useful tools for internal assessment and analysis in an organization.

Moreover, the Venn diagram is a very useful tool for analyzing the networks and relationships between
people, communities, resources and organizations.
The next publication is very useful for knowledge and practices this and other very useful tools for
participatory diagnosis with personas and groups (for instance, some tools are focused to analysis the
communitarian area and how it cover the people needs, oportunities and how they feel about this, among
others)
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA): Tools & Techniques, available at
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336230869_Participatory_Rural_AppraisalPRATools_Techniques

2. ECOSYSTEM CANVAS:
A tool for designing the networks platform we want
From the design of entrepreneurial platforms or collaborative and network
services, the methodology and tools offered by this model allow the design,
planning, and creation of networks platforms, and the main tools offered by the
model are perfectly adaptable to the social sphere, resources, and networks, even
adaptable to individual work or with groups of people.
The user guide and the Platform Design Toolkit are available in following link:
https://platformdesigntoolkit.com/download-PDT

These are some of template you can find:

3. PESTEL ANALYSIS:

Source: https://www.slideegg.com/pestel-analysis-powerpoint-template-free

4. DESTEP ANALYSIS

Source: https://www.slidesalad.com/product/destep-analysis-model-powerpoint-template-diagrams/

5. CATWOE ANALYSIS

Source: https://www.slidesalad.com/product/catwoe-analysis-powerpoint-template-diagrams/

6. FUTURE WHEEL

Source: https://online.visual-paradigm.com/knowledge/decision-analysis/what-is-futures-wheel/#

7. The John Whitmore model
Verfication method for right goal
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John Whitmore: Considered one of the driving forces behind coaching. Source: Krogerus, Mikaek and Tschäppeler, Roman: “The John Whitmore Model” in “The Decision
Book. Fifty Models for Strategic Thinking”. Pages 22-23 (London: Profile Books LTD, 2017)

7. The Unimaginable model
Imaginable

Not
Provable

Provable

Unimaginable

Krogerus, Mikaek and Tschäppeler, Roman: “The unimaginable model” in “The Decision Book. Fifty Models for Strategic Thinking”. Pages 58-59 (London:
Profile Books LTD, 2017)
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